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Logan Aluminum Employees Reach Five Million Safe Work
Hours Without a Lost-Time Accident
Russellville, KY, July 11, 2007 – Logan Aluminum personnel reached a safety milestone on July 8 by working five
million safe work-hours without a lost-time accident. Logan has never before achieved this milestone in it’s nearly 25
years of operation. The first product was shipped from Logan in October, 1983. On Wednesday, July 25, the
company will celebrate this milestone with a special meal served by local plant management and shareholder
representatives.
Tim Anderson, Manager of Environmental, Safety and Security, credits Logan’s comprehensive environmental, health
and safety process and the engagement and ownership of that process by the employees for being able to achieve
more than 2 ½ years since the last lost time accident. “Safety is a core value within Logan’s Culture” according to
Anderson. One of the many elements of the EHS process that Logan team members utilize is a Behavorial Based
Safety approach. More than 1000 of Logan’s employees have been trained to observe jobs and tasks using this
approach to understand the risks involved so the work can be performed safely. Risk identification and elimination is a
primary tool in creating a safe workplace. The participation of all Logan personnel in the recognition and control of risks
is considered to be a significant contributing factor to Logan’s success.
Achieving this milestone for the first time since the plant began operation is even more gratifying given the fact that
employment has now grown to over 1000 people and plant output is more than 5 times it’s original capacity. Currently,
Logan ships enough aluminum sheet to account for nearly 40% of North America’s beverage cans.
An integrated environmental and safety management program has been implemented and Logan is both OSHSAS
18001:1999 certified and ISO 9001:2000 certified. This program, along with Behavorial Based Safety, provides for the
incorporation of EHS into all facets of Logan including planning, management of change, daily operation, and nonroutine tasks. Comprehensive training is a segment of Logan’s culture that provides employees with a sound platform
upon which to maximize their risk control effectiveness.
Located in south western Kentucky, the Logan facility is jointly owned by ARCO Aluminum Inc. and Novelis. It is a
world class manufacturer of Aluminum sheet products with capabilities and experiences in fabrication of rigid container
sheet, building products, automotive sheet, distributor sheet, and food can stock markets since 1983. It is a premier
manufacturing facility with modern high-speed equipment and technology available in the operational areas of ingot
casting, hot rolling, cold rolling and finishing.
For more information about Logan Aluminum Inc., call 270-755-6000 or visit the Logan Web site at http://www.loganaluminum.com.

